
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

MEETING NOTES 
 

LEO-8000, Sustainable Gaming Standard 

For Slot Machines 

Standards Committee Meeting 

Wednesday, June 9th, 2010 Teleconference 

11:00 PST/ 1:00 CST /2:00 EST 

 
Facilitated by Leonardo Academy 

Madison, WI 

 

A. Committee Members Present: 

o Eric Hansel  

o Jonny BearCub Stiffarm 

o Patricia Tessier 

o Russell Chudd 

o Ralph Babcock 

 

B. Committee Members Absent: 

o Scot Hundley 

o Steve Durham 

o Keith Nichols 

o Jeff Dean 

o Nancy Mancilla-Georgescu  

o Rey Montalvo 

 

C. Others Present: 

o John Rodgers  

 

D. Next meeting: 

o Wednesday, July 21st  - 1 pm to 3 pm CDT 

 

E. Proceedings: 

� Old business and developments since April 26
th

  , 2010 meeting 

o None 

 

� Committee comments and recommendations for draft standard 

o Committee comments on third party verification. 

o Jeff (via email): -Who will pay for this?  If it is the manufacturer, it will 

increase their production costs. 
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-Who chooses the third party?  Is there an authorized list somewhere?  If 

not, would we create it?  For example, in the food industry, there are 

several organic certifications, some better than others.  Is anyone aware of 

a company who could do this kind of non-biased verification? 

-Access.  Since we are discussing gaming equipment, it will have to be 

someone who already has or is willing to spend the money to become 

someone who can access gaming devices.  It is a very proprietary business 

and not just anyone can gain access to the machines.  If it is done at the 

casino level, same rules would apply. 

-Jurisdiction.  Since this standard is going to cover the USA and possible the 

world, this presents challenges for different areas access to gaming devices 

if done at the casino level, so it makes sense to do it from the 

manufacturer. 

-My suggestion would be: 

Certify the supplies of the items of the gaming device.  Start getting the 

companies IGT, Bally’s, etc buy from and make sure they are buying 

recycled/recyclable components.  That way, it would be more of an audit 

trail than an actual inspection, which could be done remotely by anyone.  In 

other words, if it takes 5000 lbs of plastic per year that a manufacturer 

would buy for their slots, and 5000 lbs of recycled plastic was purchased, 

they have turned over 100% of their product and would get full points. 

o Patricia (via email & in conference): My initial comment would be that 1) if 

we are asking for third party verification (as currently written) then it needs 

to be 3rd party verified, 2) if we don’t ask for 3rd party verification – there is 

exceptionally high risk the standard will have no credibility (be 

greenwashed), 3) if we do ask for 3rd party verification – I believe we will 

need to do as per LEED and have independently trained and certified 

professionals. In terms of the point of access and jurisdiction they would, as 

other professionals do, have a code of conduct to respect confidentiality. If 

needed can sign NDAs. They can be certified globally. 

-Jeff suggestion would not work for all credits, for instance, the 

Communication IC Credit 1 – 3rd party verification of the achievements 

which would involve substantiating any environmental benefits claimed; 

and waste which is an area where people claim is being recycled but is not 

(i.e. e-waste companies have been found to be fraudulent). 

-Another option is that we allow manufacturer to elect to verify an EGM 

internally or use a third party verifier. Therefore the consumer/public 

sector has that option available to them. What we must do is to adjust the 

scoring and language in the standard to determine if a machine is procured 

as third party verified or unverified.  

o Jonny: Third party verification will be controlled by the marketplace. It will 

depend on pressure on and competition among manufacturers. 
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o Ralph: Ultimately it will be up to the manufacturer to determine if they 

want their machines to be verified. 

o Russell: Third party verification would have to go through documentation 

and not through suppliers again. 

o Patricia: The process must be simple. Like LEED, we may need a process to 

properly train people to be professional verifiers. This can be supported by 

a checklist like the one used in LEED.  

o Jonny: At what point of the manufacturing process does verification start? 

o Russell: We do not receive components preassembled and hence do not 

need for it to be specified by the supplier. Manufacturers are already aware 

of all the materials, components and calculations in an EGM, and are 

responsible for the end product. Essentially a third party verifier should just 

have to calculate the work of the manufacturer. 

o Patricia: Using a checklist along with Annex A will help the verification 

process. It should also be considered what groups can or would act as 

verifiers – for example environmental consulting firms, engineering 

companies, independent contractors and so on. 

o Jonny: A lot of education and outreach would be necessary for verifiers. 

o Jeff (via email): I think my main concern with third party verification is cost 

and who pays.  Is this something the individual states could get involved 

in?  I just don’t believe most companies would pay for this type of outside 

verification without increasing the costs of their equipment to the casinos.  

What do you guys think? 

o Russell: While cost of verification is always an issue of concern we have to 

understand that verification will be for a specific model not individual 

machine. Verification procurement will be sent out for open bids and if an 

individual EGM unit costs range from $10K to $20K, verification will be a 

very small portion of the revenue generated from the sale of a machine. 

Ultimately, the customer will be the primary motivator. 

o Ralph (via email): I agree that none of the manufacturers would go through 

getting certified by a third party without passing on the cost to the 

customer.  I don’t see the state throwing money at having a verification 

crew either.  As discussed it would have to be consumer driven to give the 

manufacturers the impetus to be certified.  If the consumer doesn’t care 

about it and buy the machines anyway why go through the hassle?  

o Nancy (via email): I agree that it is something that could be a burden to 

smaller companies. However, innovative first-mover companies will likely 

be interested in seeking out third party verification for specific activities 

that they are eager to showcase. What we have seen some companies do 

for their GRI-based reports, is gather a group of stakeholders and have 

them do a review and offer feedback. That might be something we could 

suggest as it is a much more affordable process. The only downside may be 
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that it would be hard to ensure that such a diverse group would all be 

competent in each of the issues assessed. 

-Like Patricia noted, verifiers usually respect a 'code of conduct', which may 

want to draft for this standard and have those who do provide verification, 

sign-off on. 

o Russell (via email): Personally I favor the suggestion which I believe Patricia 

made; that is reporting will have two categories - verified and unverified.  

 Manufacturers will be allowed to calculate and advertise their 

sustainability score but must declare it as unverified.  Once a manufacture 

takes the initiative to have an independent lab authenticate their claim they 

can advertise the score as verified which will have more value to the 

customers.   

o Jeff (via email): Sounds like this would be best discussed on our next call.  I 

am on the side of people/businesses should do this because it is the right 

thing to do, but I also think we need to make sure we know who is paying 

for what.  I don’t think the end user would pay, as the certification benefits 

the manufacturer. 

o Patricia (via email):   We discussed ‘the best of both worlds’ perhaps which 

included two options for the standards: 

a) Certified only (no 3rd party verification) 

b) Certified and verified (with 3rd party verification) 

The manufacturer can elect for one or the other. 

Anyway – evidently we need more discussion to gain consensus to this 

approach. 

 

o Discussion: EER Credit 1: Energy Efficiency (Page 9 of Draft Standard Version 10a) 

 

o Ralph:  My only concern in this section is that it is not indicated how many 

times a printer is firing in an EGM. Shouldn’t it be run with one bill cycle and 

one receipt cycle? From experience, the bill acceptor takes a lot of power. 

o Russell: This is just a means of comparing one machine against another. 

These calculations are already based on quite a lot of energy use for only a 

brief period. Calculations should not be overly complicated and consistent 

for all EGMS. Over a period of 30 minutes the machine is significantly 

warmed up and the calculations are made at a given point – hence a 

“snapshot in time.” We are basically comparing apples to apples.  

o Patricia: Basically, this is a baseline calculation – as long as it is being 

measured consistently.  

o Ralph: As long as it is consistent and provides an “overall” picture than this 

will work. 

 

o Discussion: MS Credit 1: Sustainable Material – Recycle and Low Impact Content  
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o Russell: Grammatical changes. The hypothetical example can be used in 

a/the checklist to assist users of the standard. Values may be changed to 

allow multiple examples.   

 

o Discussion: MS Credit 2: Sustainable Materials  - Solvents, Sealants, Adhesives  

 

o Russell: This may be the most difficult standard credit to apply. There are 

many different chemicals and they are also applied in different ways – 

fortunately there is a declaration from the chemical manufacturer and we 

do follow procedures in accordance with the South Coast Air Management 

District. That said, this may be worth reworking slightly.  

RoHS and WEEE are well established standards in manufacturing today, and 

I expect most manufacturing companies already comply.  However it may 

still be worth mentioning in the standard.  The other listing of hazardous 

substances I had on my mind but could not remember is REACH SVHC 

(substance of very high concern).  Here is the Wikipedia definition of this; 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substance_of_very_high_concern. 

o Patricia: Will rework and address specific chemicals of concern 

 

o Discussion: MS Credit 3: Sustainable Materials – Local Materials  

 

o Russell: This section remains hard to define for mechanical processes. Some 

manufacturers require local warehousing. For example a first tier supplier 

must be within 100 miles and it will set too lofty of an expectation to have 

this section usable.  

o Patricia: Would we still consider replacing this with transportation? 

o Russell: While it is practical from a sustainability standpoint we had agreed 

long ago that we cannot rate a machine based on how it’s going to get 

there. 

o John: Likewise, who uses it, where it’s going to be used and at what times.  

 

o Discussion: MS Credit 4: Reduced Mercury in Light Bulbs  

 

o No comments or changes 

 

o Discussion: MS Credit 5: Use and Promotion of Recyclable Material and Enhanced 

Recyclability   

 

o Patricia: Will rework and remove the term “recyclability” from the Purpose 

of this Credit. Will also provide a definition for Supplier Management 

Program. 
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o Discussion: MS Credit 6: Waste  

 

o Patricia: Regarding the points table - the 30% national recycling rate may be 

a bit low since you would expect it to be at least 50% in the professional 

environment.  

o Russell: From the research that I could gather, the rate in the US is around 

30% (recycled material to landfill material). 

o John: It looks appears that the recycling rate is just over 30% with the goal 

to get that to 35%. This is MSW and does not include industrial, hazardous, 

or construction waste but I believe the number can be used as an 

extrapolation.  I think the proposal for 30% is achievable and points table in 

MS Credit 6B can be adjusted accordingly.  One point I will suggest is to 

remove “Other” in the material classification because it includes items not 

pertinent to an EGM. 

http://www.epa.gov/osw/nonhaz/municipal/pubs/msw2008rpt.pdf 

 

F. Recap of proceedings and action items: 

 

o Tools for third party verification: 

• Patricia will provide an example of the LEED checklist to give 

everyone an idea of how a similar checklist for the gaming 

standard should be developed  

o MS Credit 2: 

• Russell will provide more information about RoHS and WEEE 

• Patricia will rework and address specific chemicals of concern  

 

o MS Credit 5: 

• Patricia will rework and remove the term “recyclability” from the 

Purpose of this Credit. Will also provide a definition for Supplier 

Management Program. 

 

 

G. Dates of future Committee and Task Force correspondence 

o Next Full Committee Meeting: July 21st. 

 

H. Adjourn 


